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Watching the film...
Describe some of the things Baymax was

designed to do:

What kind of things does Hiro use him for instead?

How does Baymax

What would you have used Baymax for?

help Hiro after his brother Tadashi dies?

Pick at least 2 members of the Nerd Lab. State their name and what their
do they do and what are they good at?).

Who is revealed to be the film's
why was this surprising?

true villain and

specialty is (what
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Making the film...
Let's look inside the Disney Animation writers' room:
Big Hero 6 is based on a

Marvel comic. However, in the comic,

Baymax was made by Hiro's father. Director Don Hall changed this
and made Baymax's creator Tadashi -

Hiro's brother - because he

thought this would make a better Disney animation. Why do you
think this is?

brother summit" and

Early in production, Don Hall (who doesn't have a brother) held a "

asked everyone in the team with a brother to come along and share stories about their
brother. Why do you think he did this and what do you think it added to the film?

When making the film, the team watched the footage every 12 weeks and gave each other
notes on how it could be better. This is very different from many other films where you write a
script once then go make it. How would this new way
what problems could it cause?

help the team making the film and
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Inspired by the film...
Hiro's brother and the other members of the Nerd
Lab, are all trying to use their skills and knowledge to

make the world a better place.
In groups or on your own, think of a problem people
face that you could use

STEM (science, technology,

engineering or maths) to solve.

Come up with an

invention (it can be a robot like

Baymax, or an invention like Go Go's electromagnetic
wheels or Hiro's nanobots) to help the problem.

What is the

problem you are trying to fix?

What is your

invention? (You can draw a diagram on a separate piece of paper if you'd

prefer)

How will your invention

fix your problem?

